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The manipulation of liquid droplets demonstrates great impor-
tance in various areas from laboratory research to our daily life.
Here, inspired by the unique microstructure of plant stomata, we
present a surface with programmable wettability arrays for droplets
manipulation. The substrate film of this surface is constructed by
using a coaxial capillary microfluidics to emulsify and pack graphene
oxide (GO) hybrid N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) hydrogel solution
into silica nanoparticles-dispersed ethoxylated trimethylolpropane
triacrylate (ETPTA) phase. Because of the distribution of the sil-
ica nanoparticles on the ETPTA interface, the outer surface of the
film could achieve favorable hydrophobic property under selective
fluorosilane decoration. Owing to the outstanding photothermal
energy transformation property of the GO, the encapsulated hydro-
philic hydrogel arrays could shrink back into the holes to expose
their hydrophobic surface with near-infrared (NIR) irradiation; this
imparts the composite film with remotely switchable surface drop-
let adhesion status. Based on this phenomenon, we have demon-
strated controllable droplet sliding on programmable wettability
pathways, together with effective droplet transfer for printing
with mask integration, which remains difficult to realize by existing
techniques.
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Controllable manipulation on small quantities of fluids has
aroused enormous interest and research for its broad ap-

plication prospects in chemical reaction, medical diagnosis, bi-
ological analysis, and so on (1–7). Up to date, various methods
have been developed for maneuvering the droplets under various
external forces, including electric (8, 9), acoustic wave (10, 11),
magnetism (12, 13), light (14), and wettability gradients (15).
Among them, techniques based on wettability surfaces for
droplet manipulation are an ideal choice because of their un-
paralleled advantages in simplification and efficiency (16–21). In
particular, surfaces with tunable wettability are capable of ma-
nipulating the pinning and sliding of droplets in a reversible
manner responding to external stimulation, showing superiority
of intelligence and controllability (22–24). Based on these vir-
tues, the tunable wettability surfaces have demonstrated poten-
tial value in various fields, such as fog collection (25), droplet
transportation (26), cell adhesion (27, 28), etc. Although with
many successes, most of the existing wettability surfaces could
only exhibit uniform wettability control behavior and thus were
difficult to accurately manipulate droplets to a certain location
or multiple locations, these demands are usually necessary for the
droplets’ manipulation in practical applications. Therefore, func-
tional surfaces with programmable wettability locations are still
anticipated to extend their practical values in droplets manipulation.
In this paper, inspired by the microstructure of stomata dis-

tributed on plants, we proposed programmable wettability arrays
for droplets manipulation by using microfluidic emulsification
templates, as shown in Fig. 1. Stomata are unique construction of
plants surrounded by a pair of guard cells with a hydraulic gating
function, which can automatically convert the opening and
closing status to regulate the gas exchange with environment. By
integrating the stomata structurelike stimuli-responsive property

into membranes, bionicists have created many intelligent mate-
rials involving smart valves, biosensors, and so on (29, 30).
Microfluidics is a platform with integrated channels on the mi-
croscale for precisely controlling and manipulating small quan-
tities of fluids. Because of its profound scientific and engineering
standards, microfluidics has been considered as an outstanding
and versatile technology for fabricating template materials with
controllable morphology and functions (31–37), although with
many successes, both of the plant stomata inspiration and
microfluidic techniques have not been employed for constructing
wettability arrays with these integrated advantages.
Here, we fabricated the desired surfaces with wettability arrays

by using a coaxially assembled capillary microfluidic device to
emulsify graphene oxide (GO) hybrid N-isopropylacrylamide
(NIPAM) hydrogel solution into silica nanoparticles-dispersed
ethoxylated trimethylolpropane triacrylate (ETPTA) phase.
Through tuning the proportion of the two phases and polymer-
izing them, films with interconnected hydrogel microsphere array
structured surfaces could be obtained. As the silica nanoparticles
were distributed on the ETPTA interface, the outer surface of
the films could gain favorable hydrophobic property under fluoro-
silane evaporation, without affecting the hydrophilic hydrogel
arrays. Benefitting from the excellent photothermal energy
transformation feature of the GO (38, 39), the encapsulated
hydrogel microsphere arrays were imparted with near-infrared
(NIR)-responsive capability. During the process, the hydrophilic
hydrogel arrays would shrink back into interconnected holes to
expose the hydrophobic surface; this made the composite system
switch its surface droplet adhesion status under remote NIR
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irradiation. With this feature, controllable droplet sliding on
programmable wettability pathways, as well as effective droplet
transfer for printing by integrating mask without preprogram-
ming, have also been demonstrated. These results indicate that
the bioinspired surfaces with programmable wettability arrays
are valuable for different applications.

Results
In a typical experiment, the surfaces with wettability arrays were
fabricated by single microfluidic emulsion templates, as shown in
Fig. 2A. The microfluidic device for emulsification was coaxially
assembled by inner and outer capillaries. In this system, GO
hybrid NIPAM solution was utilized as dispersed phase while
silica nanoparticles-dispersed ETPTA was employed as contin-
uous phase, respectively. When these fluids were pumped into
the device, highly uniform GO-NIPAM droplets were generated
at the end of the inner capillary (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The
generated droplets were collected by a container filled with silica

nanoparticles-dispersed ETPTA solution and spontaneously
formed close-packed hexagonal structure at the air–water in-
terface to minimize the free energy of the whole system (Fig.
2C). After being polymerized by UV light and washed by etha-
nol, films with interconnected hydrogel microsphere array
structured surfaces were obtained, as shown in Fig. 2D. During
the process, the droplet size could be adjusted by the flow-rate
ratio of these two phases (Fig. 2B). The relationship between
droplet size and flow rate, as well as the uniformity of droplets
were explored and recorded to demonstrate the controllability of
microfluidic technique (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). To investigate the
microstructure of resultant films, a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) was employed to observe and record the results after
vacuum freeze drying. It was demonstrated that the hydrogel
arrays showed dense packing arrangement in the film (Fig. 2E)
and porous structure (Fig. 2G) after freeze-drying treatment.
Additionally, silica nanoparticles were distributed on the ETPTA

Fig. 1. (A) The stomata distributed on plants would open or close according to the environment. (B) Similar to the stimuli-responsive capacity of stomata, the
functional surface could also switch its water adhesion capacity for controllable droplet sliding on programmable wettability pathway under remote NIR
irradiation.

Fig. 2. (A) Scheme of the fabrication process of surfaces with wettability arrays by using microfluidic templates. (B) The generation process of microfluidic
emulsification templates. (C) Optical image of the self-assembled GO-NIPAM droplets. (D) Optical image of the polymerized surface with wettability arrays.
(E) SEM image of the functional surface. (F) Silica nanoparticles distributed on the ETPTA surface. (G) The porous microstructure of composite hydrogel. (Scale
bar: 1 cm, 250 μm, 250 μm, 100 μm, 1 μm, and 20 μm in B–G, respectively.)
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interface (Fig. 2F), facilitating the following hydrophobic treat-
ment because of their abundant groups.
In general, the hydrophobic property results from the com-

bined action of the chemical composition and micro- or nano-
structure of the material surface. Therefore, to obtain hydrophobic
property, the fabricated porous surfaces were further decorated by a
low surface energy layer (perfluorodecyl trimethoxysilane). As a re-
sult, the water contact angle (2 μL) could reach 145°, much superior
to the value (100°) before treatment (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Besides,
because of the photothermal effect of GO, the wettability hydrogel
arrays were imparted with programmable capability under NIR
control. To verify the existence of GO, a Raman spectrum was
conducted to measure the characteristic peaks (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
The result showed that the typical D and G band peaks appeared at
1,360 cm−1 and 1,590 cm−1, respectively, and the ID/IG ratio was
0.94, corresponding to the recognized value of GO. When the re-
sultant surface was exposed to NIR, GO could transfer the optical
energy into heat energy with high efficiency. Once the temperature
increased to lower critical solution temperature of NIPAM, the
hydrogel would shrink back to holes in seconds. The shrinkage of
hydrophilic hydrogel led to the exposing of hydrophobic ETPTA
substrate, thus switching the water adhesion capacity of the composite
system (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). During this process, the heating up
time showed negative relationship with the irradiation power and GO
concentration, as shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S4, while the shrinkage
capability of NIPAM was negatively correlated to GO and NIPAM
concentration (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Therefore, our surface dem-
onstrated tunable wettability under NIR control for droplet
manipulation.
To preliminary evaluate the droplet manipulation capacity of

our constructed surface, the sliding of droplets under NIR irra-
diation was tested and monitored. Without NIR irradiation, the
droplet was pinned to the surface because of the hydrophilic
hydrogel arrays (SI Appendix, Fig. S7A). When irradiated by NIR
light, the wettability arrays shrank back to interconnected holes
to expose the porous and hydrophobic substrate, resulting in the
sliding of water droplet (Fig. 3A and Movie S1). Based on the
tunable wettability features of the surface, NIR masks were

integrated with this system to supply programmable pathways for
patterned control of droplets, as shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S7B.
NIR masks only allowed part of the laser to arrive at the surface
while blocking the other part of light. Thus the NIR-irradiated
area would switch into hydrophobic status, yet the unexposed
area remained hydrophilic, constructing a hydrophobic pathway
for the sliding of droplets. Attractively, by designing different
NIR masks, the surface could even produce several hydrophobic
pathways for multiple droplets manipulation (Fig. 3 B and C). It
is worth mentioning that the process is reversible under NIR
irradiation and water immersion, demonstrating the repeatability
and feasibility of the programmable surfaces. The water contact
angles were measured for 10 cycles with NIR off/on to evidence
the cyclic reproducibility (Fig. 3D). The results indicated the
potential of our tunable and reversible wettability arrays for
droplet manipulation technologies.
When the surfaces with wettability arrays were overturned, the

droplets could well adhere to the substrate and be released by
NIR control for droplet printing, as shown in Fig. 4A. To test
this, droplets were dripped on a hydrophobic platform and then
the platform was raised up to approach the test object. Because
of the wettability arrays, the water droplets could be easily ad-
hered to the surface. As irradiated by NIR, the GO-NIPAM
hydrogel shrank back to the holes and then the water droplets
were exposed to the hydrophobic substrate, resulting in their
release (Fig. 4B and Movie S2). To investigate the contribution
of GO-NIPAM to the wettability change, the surfaces with
wettability arrays which are composed of different hydrogels
were constructed and utilized for droplet-release test (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S8). The results indicated that GO-NIPAM hydrogel
also facilitated the release of a droplet while other hydrogels
could not. In addition to dealing with a single droplet, the GO-
NIPAM–encapsulated substrate could also be used for manipu-
lation of multiple droplets to meet high-throughput require-
ments. Here, a 4 × 4 array of droplets was constructed to test the
manipulation capacity of our surface to multiple droplets (Fig.
4C). Similarly, the functional surface was employed to adhere
the droplets array at the beginning. In this case, the droplets

Fig. 3. (A) Sliding progress of a water droplet on the surface with wettability arrays under NIR irradiation. (B and C) Dynamic control of multiple droplets on
the surface guided by designed pathways. (D) Water contact angle variation of the surface as a function of laser cycle numbers. (Scale bar: 0.25 cm.)
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could be successfully transferred and then released on another
substrate under remote control. These results demonstrated the
potential of our tunable wettability surface in manipulation of
droplets by switching hydrophilic and hydrophobic states for
droplets printing.
To demonstrate the practical applications of the composite

system with wettability arrays, the released droplets were utilized
as microreactors for chemical reaction to synthesize nano-
particles and biomarker detection (Fig. 5A). As models for
demonstration, CdCl2 and Na2S aqueous solution were chosen to
synthesize CdS nanocrystals. When the droplet containing Na2S
was released to fuse with CdCl2 droplet on the substrate, yellow
materials immediately appeared at the interface, proving the
successful synthesis of nanocrystals (Fig. 5B). After centrifuga-
tion, supernatant of the mixture droplet was characterized by a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) which verified the ex-
istence of CdS nanocrystals. On this basis, the composite system
was employed to manipulate multiple droplets for biological
analysis. The probes were designed into hairpin structure to
quench the fluorescence of carboxyfluorescein (FAM). Once the
probes complementary bind with target molecules, the fluores-
cence signal would recover and the intensity would be positively
related to the quantity of targets. Taking advantage of this
principle, the probe droplets were released to react with differ-
ent dilution of target droplets and demonstrated fluorescence
signal with different intensity, as shown in Fig. 5C. This char-
acteristic provides the possibility to realize the detection of
multiple samples simultaneously with concentration gradients,
greatly increasing the detection efficiency. These indicate the
practical value of our bioinspired tunable wettability arrays in
biomedical fields.

To further exploit the practical values of our surface with
programmable wettability arrays, patterned photomasks were
integrated in this system to control the radiation scope (Fig. 6A).
Under this circumstance, only the illuminated area heated up
and gave rise to the shrinkage of NIPAM hydrogel, thereby
causing the selective release of multiple droplets into designed
patterns, as shown in Fig. 6 B and C. Based on this characteristic,
the wettability arrays could also be utilized in security field (Fig.
6D). Taking advantage of the controllable manipulation of
multiple droplets, the composite system could encrypt the in-
formation which counts in various fields. As a concept demon-
stration, a two-dimensional (2D) code was designed to confirm
the practical values of our system. Firstly, droplets with red
fluorescence were released to the substrate with a 2D code
pattern. Then the droplets with green and blue fluorescence
were captured and released to the patterned location by the
tunable wettability surface. In this case, the whole pattern pre-
sented vivid colors after the emission of UV, thus realizing the
encryption of red fluorescence information. With the aid of a red
filter, the hidden 2D code could be revealed from encryption
status. It is worth mentioning that the droplets could realize
more complicated and elaborate information encryption with
appropriate design in a simple and versatile manner, demon-
strating the potential value of our composite system with tunable
wettability in various fields.

Discussion
In summary, we have presented a bioinspired hydrophobic sur-
face with photocontrolled programmable wettability arrays by
using microfluidics emulsification technique. Because of GO’s
photothermal property, the composite hydrogel arrays success-
fully switched the surface droplet adhesion status of system in

Fig. 4. (A) Schematic of the droplet release by surface with wettability arrays via NIR control. (B) Optical images of water droplet (10 μL) release from the
surface. (C) Transfer of multiple droplets by the functional surface. (Scale bar: 2 mm in B and 0.25 cm in C.)
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response to remote NIR irradiation. Although many other
techniques such as magnetic responsive fluid and geometry
switch have been developed to construct tunable wettability
surfaces, they have difficulty in satisfying accurate manipulation

of droplets to a certain location or multiple locations. In com-
parison, by integrating NIR masks with different designs into our
system, we have demonstrated controllable droplet sliding on
programmable wettability pathways and effective droplet transfer

Fig. 6. (A) Schematic of patterned droplets’ release from tunable wettability surfacewith integration of a photomask. (B and C) Optical images and corresponding
fluorescence images of released droplets in different patterns. (D) A droplet array released from the surface with hidden 2D code information. (Scale bar: 1 cm.)

Fig. 5. (A) Schematic of the tunable wettability surface-assisted droplet-based microreactors. (B) Time-sequence images and TEM image showing the syn-
thesis of CdS nanocrystals based on microreactors. (C) Optical images of the biological detection process using the droplet transfer capacity of tunable
wettability surface. (Scale bar: 2 mm in B and 1 cm in C.)
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to provide microreactors for practical applications including bi-
ological detection, chemical synthesis, and printing. These features
indicate that the surface with programmable wettability arrays
have promising prospects in constructing intelligent droplet ma-
nipulation systems for multidisciplinary areas.

Materials and Methods
Materials. ETPTA resin (Mn = 428), NIPAM (97%), N, N′-methylenebis(acryl-
amide), photoinitiator 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone, and perfluorodecyl
trimethoxysilane were bought from Sigma-Aldrich. Silica nanoparticles
(SiO2 nanoparticles, 250 nm) were obtained from DongJian Co. GO solution
(10 mg/mL, XF NANO) was diluted to appropriate concentration for utilization.
Dichloromethane was achieved from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.
Ethanol was purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. Deionized
water was used in all experiments.

Microfluidics. The microfluidic device was coaxially assembled by two round
and square capillaries on a glass slide. The inner glass capillary was tapered by
a capillary puller (Sutter Instrument, P-97) to achieve the desired orifice that
was measured by a microforge (MF-830). The diameter of the inner capillary
orifice was 150–200 μm. The inner and outer diameters of collection capillary
were 0.58 and 1 mm, respectively. Then the inner and collection capillaries
were inserted into square capillary with inner diameter 1.0 5 mm. To seal the
tubes, a transparent epoxy resin was employed where necessary. The dis-
persed phase was GO (2 mg/mL) hybrid NIPAM (10% wt/vol) and the con-
tinuous phase was SiO2 nanoparticles (10% wt/vol) dispersed ETPTA resin.

Fabrication of SiO2 Nanoparticle-Dispersed ETPTA. SiO2 nanoparticles were
dispersed in ethanol firstly and then mixed with ETPTA resin under ultra-
sonication. After that, the mixture solution was placed in an oven (60 °C,
24 h) to remove ethanol and achieve ETPTA solution dispersed with SiO2

nanoparticles. The resultant films were reserved in water for standby
application.

Hydrophobic Treatment. The surfaces with hydrogel arrays were first treated
by oxygen plasma to expose the abundant silicon hydroxyl on the ETPTA
surface. Then the ETPTA membranes were placed together with dichloro-
methane solution containing 1% perfluorodecyl trimethoxysilane in an oven
(60 °C) overnight. The hydrophobic surface with a perfluorodecyl trime-
thoxysilane layer deposition was obtained.

Characterization. Themorphology features of the surfaces were observed by a
field-emission scanning electron microscope (Ultra Plus, Zeiss) after freeze-
drying treatment. The water contact angles (2 μL) were achieved by a
JC2000D2 contact angle measuring system at room temperature (25 °C). The
NIR irradiation system was bought from Xi Long Tech Co. Ltd. The temper-
ature of the composite hydrogel was recorded by the uncooled handheld IR
camera (FLIR Systems AB). Nanocrystals were characterized by a TEM (JEOL,
JEM-2100). The video and optical images were recorded by an optical mi-
croscope (Olympus BX51) equipped with a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera (Media Cybernetics Evolution MP5.0) and a digital camera (Canon5D
Mark II).

Data Availability. All data are contained in the manuscript text and
SI Appendix.
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